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Rose Bowl Community Prevention Council – 2014-15 Recommendations

In March 2013 the Rose Bowl Community Prevention Council (RBCPC) was convened to improve public health
and safety at large community events in the City of Pasadena. Composed of representatives of neighborhood
associations, community groups, and city agencies, the RBCPC has spent the past two years observing large
events, reviewing existing practices and procedures, and recommending improvements based on identified
conditions.

In 2014, representatives of the following groups met on a regular basis to discuss manners of reducing alcoholrelated harm and improving public health and safety at large events at the Rose Bowl:
 Day One
 East Arroyo Residents’ Association
 Linda Vista-Annandale Residents’ Association
 Pasadena Police Department
 Pasadena Public Health Department
 Rose Bowl Stadium
 West Pasadena Residents’ Association

The RBCPC would like to thank all those who participated in this collaborative effort to positively impact public
health and safety at large community events, including the team at EVALCORP and Dr. Lance Segars, Ph.D.,
whose over 130 years of combined expertise in the realm of substance abuse prevention and evaluation
informed the development of the project’s data collection tools, data analysis, and workgroup
recommendations to improve event practices and procedures. The working group’s collective leadership,
active engagement, and commitment to realizing safer large events at the iconic Rose Bowl has the potential
to make a lasting difference in the lives of stadium guests and Pasadena residents.
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RBCPC Recommendations
The below strategies were selected based upon their efficacy at other venues and potential ability to positively
impact public health and safety during large events at the Rose Bowl in Pasadena.
Recommendation
Implement Fan Incident Texting Service

Responsible Party

Completed

Rose Bowl

X

Redesign Tailgating Guidelines

RBCPC, Rose Bowl

X

Prohibit use of amplified sound

Rose Bowl, PPD

X

Rose Bowl

X

Facilitate safe disposal of charcoal
Improve distribution of tailgating
guidelines

In Progress

Rose Bowl

X

Increase visibility of DUI enforcement

Rose Bowl, PPD

X

Enforce ban on post-kickoff consumption

Rose Bowl, PPD

X

1. Prohibit use of kegs in tailgating lots
2. Adopt city-wide policy restricting use of
rapid consumption devices (funnels) at
public events
3. Employ alcohol enforcement teams at
high risk events
4. Restrict post-event-start tailgating (i.e.
no loitering)
5. Pilot designated tailgating areas (e.g.,
family, student sections)
6. Institutionalize beverage pricing that
encourages responsible alcohol use

TBD

City Council, Rose Bowl

X

City Council

X

PPD

X

City Council, Rose Bowl

X

Rose Bowl

X

Rose Bowl

X
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1. Prohibit Use of Kegs in Tailgating Lots – UCLA does not permit the use of kegs at campus sporting events,
but this restriction does not apply to UCLA home games at the Rose Bowl, which is City of Pasadena
property. 43 of 58 universities surveyed by RBCPC members do not permit the use of kegs during
tailgating for their football games (see table below); this policy was also cited by university officials as
positively impacting high-risk drinking.1 Additionally, 77% of game attendees surveyed at two events in
2013 responded that existing policy already prohibits the use of kegs in tailgating areas.2 Per the input of
other venues with this policy, implementation and enforcement can be facilitated via the simple
confiscation of taps (rather than entire keg) when infractions take place.

Keg Stand – Lot 1 – UCLA-USC – (2:51pm) 11/22/14

Universities that Do NOT Permit “Common Source” (e.g., Kegs) Alcohol in Tailgating Areas












Arizona
Arkansas
Boise State
BYU
Brown
UC Berkeley
UC Davis
Cal Poly SLO
Central Florida
Central Michigan
Colgate













Cornell
Delaware State
Duke
Florida
Harvard
Howard
Hawai’i
Indiana
Iowa
Kansas
LaFayette












Michigan State
Minnesota
New Mexico State
Northwestern
North Carolina Central
North Carolina State
North Dakota State
Notre Dame
Ole Miss
Oregon State













Penn State
Princeton
San Diego State
Slippery Rock
Texas Christian
Utah
Washington
Washington State
West Georgia
Williams
Yale

43 of 58 university tailgating policies examined in 2013 restricted the use of kegs in parking areas.

1

See university staff table in the appendix of this document, page 14.
Full tailgating rules survey results can be found in the RBCPC 2013-14 Progress Report, available online here: www.radsgv.org/healthy-tailgating.html
2
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2. Adopt City Policy on Use of Rapid Alcohol Consumption Devices (e.g., Beer Funnels) – Communities may
adopt city-level policies to restrict the use of devices designed to artificially increase the speed with which,
and/or amount of alcohol, consumed by the user; these devices also encourage Extreme Ritualistic Binge
Drinking (ERAC). Although the use of such devices is officially not permitted, current practices have proven
ineffectual insofar as there are few, if any, repercussions to their use (e.g., staff asks fans to stop using
these devices; confiscation is a possibility, but PPD has informed RBCPC members that doing so is tedious
as they must be tagged and made available for pickup following the event). In contrast, a community-wide
policy making these devices a citable infraction, codified in the City’s Municipal Code, would allow for
warnings and, if needed, a simple citation for use.

Fans use, photograph/video funnel in use – Lot 2 – UCLA-USC – Lot 2 (2:34pm) 11/22/14
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Beer funnel in use – Lower Brookside Park – UCLA-USC – (2:51pm) 11/22/14

3. Employ Alcohol Enforcement Teams at High Risk Events – A tactic utilized by other collegiate stadiums,

including Texas A&M and Michigan, City of Pasadena could utilize alcohol enforcement teams composed of
local law enforcement to monitor alcohol issues (e.g., post-kickoff alcohol consumption, random ID
checks), as is currently done for illegal merchandise sales and vending. Teams of 2 officers would be able
to focus their efforts on identified problem areas, such as implementing occasional, random ID checks to
deter open consumption by minors in public settings. Especially if implemented at the beginning of the
year and for high-risk events (e.g., USC-UCLA game), limited but focused enforcement of existing alcohol
laws a few times over the course of a season could have a strong deterrent effect. A detail of 6 officers (3
teams of 2) would come at the nominal cost of about $4000 per event, or about $12-15,000 per season for
3 displacement events such as rivalry football games and large concerts.
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4. Restrict Post-Event-Start Tailgating (i.e. no loitering) – While the vast majority of major Rose Bowl events
do not witness significant levels of active tailgating in the parking areas post-event start, the highest risk
events such as the bi-annual USC-UCLA football game do. Both the 2012 and 2014 “Big Game” were
frequented by thousands of fans without event tickets, many of whom continued to tailgate and consume
alcohol beyond the 6 hour pre-game period. This reality poses significant challenges to public health and
safety, not to mention staff tasked with policing both inside and outside the stadium. Other large venues
have reduced this issue by requiring fans to leave the tailgate/parking areas after event start (e.g., 30min,
1hr). Specific options employed by other stadiums include:
1. Prohibiting the use of televisions and other electronic devices to watch the game after kickoff;
2. Prohibiting the preparation of food (e.g., BBQs) in the lots after event start;
3. Requiring possession of an event ticket to park in the tailgating areas.
Due to the higher visibility of these activities, any/all of the above would be easier to enforce than the no
drinking rule – commonly flouted – and would help deter fans from tailgating 10+ hours. In turn, this
should help reduce traffic congestion at the largest, most impactful events where demand for limited
parking outstrips supply. For example, at the 2014 USC-UCLA game thousands of fans attended the tailgate
without game tickets or any intention of entering the venue, resulting in the opening of the neighborhoods
for parking, an event that does not generate parking revenue for the City, can hinder neighborhood access
to public safety vehicles, and places further demand on event security and law enforcement.

Post-kickoff tailgating w/ bonfire, multiple TVs, alcohol consumption 1hr after event start – Lot 1A – UCLA-USC – (6:04pm) 11/22/14
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5. Pilot Designated Tailgating Areas (e.g., family, student sections) – The use of student, alum and/or familyfriendly (i.e. alcohol free) tailgating areas is a practice employed by other venues to facilitate crowd
control and improve the event experience for groups with different game day needs.

6. Institutionalize Beverage Pricing that Encourages Responsible Alcohol Use – A basic law of economics
states that when products become more expensive, people tend to purchase less of them. This basic
principle holds true for alcohol as well.
Event beverage pricing should encourage and incentivize responsible alcohol use by pricing alcoholic
beverages accordingly. Bottled water should always be the cheapest item on concession stand menus,
followed by other non-alcoholic beverages, beer, wine, and if sold, distilled spirits. In addition, tap water
should always be made available free of charge to event attendees via the use of temporary water stations
and/or permanent water fountains.

2/22/2015 – Air and Style Concert

(Note: price of water versus beer/wine and least expensive alcoholic beverage, a double shot of whiskey)

Young people are particularly sensitive to price and research shows that even modest price increases can
significantly reduce the rates of heavy drinking and impaired driving crashes involving youth.i Existing
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research also underlines that alcohol taxation and price policies are among the most effective strategies
available for reducing risky alcohol consumption and related harm and costs.

8/2/2014 – Beyonce/JayZ – Beverage pricing

Portable, public event water station – LA Department of Water and Power
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Conclusion
Culture change is not easy, but it is possible. By acting, planning, doing and studying prevention strategies, the
City of Pasadena has an opportunity to improve the experience for both event attendees and the surrounding
neighborhoods. Change can start on a small scale, with lessons learned informing future steps. Indeed, this is a
model the City can and should embrace. We will always be measured by the outcome of our last large event,
and the risks inherent in current practices can unquestionably be mitigated.

Plan  Do  Study  Act Model

The RBCPC sincerely hopes City staff and stakeholders will take advantage of this opportunity to improve
existing practices and procedures. Your leadership, support, and commitment to creating a safer environment
at the iconic Rose Bowl can make a difference in the lives of our guests and residents.
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Appendix
Selected Findings (2012-14): Funnels, Kegs and Post-Kickoff Alcohol Consumption
Please note that the numbers listed below represent what was observed by 3 surveying teams in sections of parking/tailgating lots –
not the entirety of each lot.

Date
11/17/12
07/16/13
07/28/13
08/31/13
10/12/13
11/15/13
8/3/2014
9/6/2014
9/13/2014
10/11/2014
11/22/2014

Event
UCLA-USC
Football
Gold Cup Soccer
Doubleheader
Timberlake/JayZ
Concert
UCLA-Nevada
Football
UCLA-Cal Football
UCLA-Washington
Beyonce-JayZ
Concert
UCLA-Memphis
Football
One Direction
Concert
UCLA-Oregon
Football
UCLA-USC
Football

Beer Funnels
(alcohol
paraphernalia)

Kegs

TVs

*not counted

30
(8/11 lots)

100+
(9/11 lots)

0

0

0

0

0

0

10
(3/9 lots)
2
(2/9 lots)
9
(3/9 lots)

4
(2/9 lots)
5
(2/9 lots)
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

17
(5/9 lots)

600+ persons
(11/11 lots)
1600+ persons**
(9/10 lots)
60 persons
(3/9 lots)
170 persons
(6/9 lots)
45 persons
(3/9 lots)
80 persons
(7/9 lots)
55 persons
(4/8 lots)
145 persons
(6/9 lots)

0

0

0

0 persons

2
(2/9 lots)
9
(6/9 lots)

5
(3/9 lots)
15
(6/9 lots)

25
(8/9 lots)
80
(8/9 lots)

300+ persons
(7/9 lots)
600+ persons
(8/9 lots)

0
0

Post-Kickoff Alcohol
Consumption (estimate)

*Environmental Scan tool in November 2012 did not direct surveyors to count beer funnels. Their widespread use at the 11/17/12
event and nexus with binge drinking prompted their subsequent inclusion.
**Concacaf Doubleheader featured two matches, Martinique-Canada first, followed by Mexico-Panama. The vast majority of
attendees were fans of Mexico, with Panama a distant second (Martinique and Canada fans were almost non-existent). Most
attendees arrived late and not enter the stadium until several hours after the first game’s “kickoff”, increasing post-kickoff alcohol
consumption.
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Sample Local Rapid Alcohol Consumption Device Policy (New Braunfels, Texas)
Sec. 82-12. - Volume drinking devices prohibited.
(a) Definitions. For the purpose of this section, the following definitions shall apply:
Volume drinking devices means an object used, intended for use or designed for use in artificially
increasing the speed with which, and/or amount of, alcohol is ingested into the human body by
carrying the liquid from a higher location into the mouth by force of gravity or mechanical means,
including but not limited to funnels, tubes and hoses. The term includes a beer bong.
(b) Offense. A person commits an offense if the person knowingly or intentionally uses or possesses with
intent to use a volume drinking device in a public place.
(c) Penalty. Any person violating the provisions of this ordinance shall, upon conviction, be fined not less
than $100.00 and no more than $500.00.
(d) Evidentiary rules relating to volume drinking devices. In considering whether an item is volume
drinking device under this chapter, a court or other authority shall consider, in addition to all other
logically relevant factors, and subject to rules of evidence:
(1) Statements by an owner or person in control of the object concerning its use;
(2) Direct or circumstantial evidence of the intent of an owner or other person in control of the object
as to the use the device;
(3) Oral or written instructions provided with the device concerning its use;
(4) Descriptive material accompanying the device that explains or depicts its use;
(5) The physical design characteristics of the item.
(Ord. No. 2006-54, § I, 6-26-06)

City municipal code available at: http://library.municode.com/index.aspx?clientId=11333

LA Times Review
Kendrick Lamar blasts Air + Style sound system, cuts off set early
February 22, 2015 (3:43pm)
The big-ticket traveling production at the Rose Bowl was called Air + Style, presented by its majority owner,
Olympic-medalist/superstar-snowboarder Shaun White. Saturday's inaugural day opened as gracefully as
White flying and spinning through the air — but ended like a Wile E. Coyote thud and a poof of powdery snow.
It was the first U.S. installment of an Austrian snow and music festival with recent stops in Beijing and
Innsbruck, Austria. The two-day event featured fake snow and a man-made slope as tall as the Capitol Records
building, from which Olympic and X-Games snowboarding medalists shot themselves skyward with great
grace. These feats were interspersed with performances from Kendrick Lamar, Diplo, Portugal. The Man,
Phantogram, the Black Lips, METZ and others.
Air + Style Los Angeles, though, hit its unfortunate climax near the end of that first day, with masses of
disappointed Lamar fans chanting the vulgar equivalent of "Screw this stuff!" Scheduled to play a 90-minute
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set, the rapper ended it with frustration halfway through after repeated failed attempts to increase the notably
low volume.
The festival equivalent of a snowboarder's frontside double-cork 1260, Day 1 featured a good roster that
promised musical wonder but landed with the gracelessness of a first-timer sprawled face-down, arms and legs
splayed. (Sunday is to feature Steve Aoki, the Flaming Lips, Edward Sharpe & the Magnetic Zeros and others.
It's raining and the Oscars are on, so no thanks.)
The thing is, Saturday's musical roster looked fine on paper, even if it lacked a center. Toronto trio METZ
ripped through hard, distorted punk-rock, but fans were nowhere to be found at 3:30 p.m. unless you count the
hundreds waiting in the nearby beer line. Phantogram pushed its propellant synth-pop as the band has done at
second-tier fests in the past few years; they were as professional as always.
Did somebody say line? There were many. The "cuisine" boasted about by Air + Style in advance literature was
a fancy term for food trucks and taco stands. An Umami Burger cost you about an hour. That the 24-ounce can
of Pabst Blue Ribbon ($10) wasn't described as an American-style Wisconsin lager seemed a missed
opportunity, given that the $14 "premium" beer was a 24-ounce can of Tecate (about $2.25 retail). Most
frightening: The least-expensive drink on the menu was a "double-shot" of some sort of liquor,
and it was slammed with great glee by young fans. The flabby shirtless dude zig-zagging
toward his car, the girl being dragged by two friends, the guy on the gurney in the back of an
ambulance — all looked to have gotten their money's worth.
The event also had promised "art," but the most impressive piece to be found was the jumbo Rose Bowl sign
affixed to the stadium — unless you consider the long queue for portable toilets to be a performance piece on
the tyranny of bodily functions.
Why would Phantogram fans want to pay $50 for this? To also see Diplo? Not likely.
For his part, Diplo phoned it in with fist-pumping, twerk-happy jams, yet he still managed to rave about it on
Twitter as if he'd witnessed an alien invasion: "Wow!! Air and Style passadena [sic] was insane!!" Hours later
he was doing a second "insane!!" set in Vegas.
Portugal. The Man and Black Lips rocked adeptly for their sets, loaded the gear, banked the checks and
probably made a beeline for Highland Park.
Lamar was the main draw. The accomplished Compton rapper and his live band offered his typically confident
verses from tracks including "Money Trees," A$AP Rocky's "... Problems," "Backstreet Freestyle," "Poetic
Justice" and his anthem "Bitch Don't Kill My Vibe."
The problem? The music seeped out of the system as if connected via Bluetooth, thin and light on the bass.
Lamar's primary instrument, his microphone, was muted. Then again, it was after 8 p.m. on a Saturday night
in Pasadena. Keep it down!
"Sound-man, I need you turn this .... up! We're trying to party," he said after a few songs. The volume
increased a little, but not for long. Seems the officials near the soundboard were monitoring a decibel meter
and had the final word. Lamar asked again but was told that he had to turn down the volume or the show was
over. After one song at nearly proper volume, the set ended with many disappointed attendees.
Vibe killed.
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Sample responses to interview question: "What tailgating policies and/or
practices [at your venue] work particularly well?” (Spring 2013)
University of
Arkansas

Boise State
University

Brown
University
Central
Michigan
University

"We have officers prepared to make arrests. Two transport vans from the County are
on stand by. The officers do not give citations"
"Campus PD permits cars to be left overnight in tailgating areas and picked up in
morning"
"Inebriated fans are encouraged to get rides home or take a taxi (common in City of
Boise)"
"Earlier kickoffs seems to be less problematic"
"Ban on kegs on campus and at tailgates has also appeared to reduce problems"
[Prohibiting] drinking games, kegs and [alcohol] paraphernalia.

Statement made by
Lieutenant, Campus
Police Department

Officer, Campus
Police Department

Lieutenant, Campus
Police Department
Captain, Campus
Police Department

"The most effective policy we have in place is the time restriction."
Harvard
University

Michigan State

Princeton
University

San Diego
State

"University begins to clear tailgating areas prior to the start of the game and allows 1
hour of tailgating post game"
"Fan text line has been helpful but 75k plus fans have been overloading the system.
We continue to upgrade every year"
"Law enforcement on game days includes specific alcohol response teams (14-20
officers depending on the game) that solely focuses on enforcing university alcohol
policies/ordinance outside the stadium."
"Police Officers interrupt drinking games they witness in progress, confiscate kegs and
paraphernalia like beer funnels if used at tailgating event."
If visitors bring kegs, vehicles are asked to park outside of tailgate zone."
"The presence of uniformed PD and security guards acted as a safety measure to
keep things from getting out of control."
"Confiscating the tap from kegs works well."

Stanford
Texas A&M

University of
Southern
California

Utah

"The most important factor to maintaining control in tailgating areas is the high number
of PD officers."
"University PD uses plain clothes officers to blend in with crowd to do surprise
underage drinking ID checks."
"Policy on amplified sound helps keep things calmer but enforcement is difficult (Turn
it off, take equipment away, put it in your car); zero tolerance."
"The Fan Behavior Hotline has been helpful but is underutilized (3-10 texts per game).
One reason for this is the lack of awareness, the hotline isn't advertised as much as it
should be."
"We are in the process of instituting a cab service at the stadium"
"The stadium's "U Fan Phone" texting hotline has been very helpful to identify unruly
fans"
"The ban on kegs and box trucks has been very helpful, caterers may use them with
permits."

Yale University
"Setting aside a specific, vehicle-free tailgate area for students has also helped event
management keep things safer and under control."

Staff, Athletics
Department
Officer, Campus
Police Department;
Staff,
Sports Management
Department
Officer, Campus
Police Department
Manager, San Diego
State Athletic
Department
Staff, Facilities and
Operations
Department
Officer, Campus
Police Department

Officer, Campus
Police Department

Staff, University
Guest Services

Staff, University
Athletics Department
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Links to Additional Tailgating Videos, PPTs, Additional Information
Environmental Scans of Large Events at the Rose Bowl – additional information and downloadable copies
of presentations for each Environmental Scan conducted from 2013-14.
 www.rad-sgv.org/environmental-scans.html
Tailgating Videos – Rose Bowl (2010-14)
 www.rad-sgv.org/videos.html
Environmental Research and Health Effects - Game Days, Student Use, Binge Drinking and More
 www.rad-sgv.org/research-and-health-effects.html
Health Impacts of Underage Drinking
 www.rad-sgv.org/health-effects-underage-drinking.html
Local Use Data and Public Opinion Survey Results
 www.rad-sgv.org/pasadena-and-la-county-use-data.html
Collegiate/NFL Stadium Tailgating Policies
 www.rad-sgv.org/stadium-policies.html
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